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This semester I read many papers at the intersection of Human-Computer
Interaction (HCI) and Computer Security. These papers emphasized the
importance of considering users when designing secure software. Without
understanding users’ needs and the ways they think, it is quite likely that
software which is designed to be secure won’t be used securely. As a very simple example, if password strength requirements are too demanding, users will
write their passwords down, negating the security of complicated passwords.
Reading these papers has informed my thinking on HCI and Computer
Security, and given me ideas for further research. For example, several papers
emphasized the importance of users having an accurate understanding of
what their computers are doing. Consequently, I’ve started noticing when
my computer does things that I wouldn’t expect, and considering the security
implications. One example is that Safari starts pre-loading pages as you type
a URL, even before you press “Enter.” In a country where your browsing
history could get you in trouble (like in China), this could be a dangerous
feature that most users don’t know about.
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not-track header, maybe a header that gives user preferences?
There needs to be a way to do this anonymously.
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Computer Security Risks. WEIS 2007, 2007.
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a result of both ”weak protections and malicious intentions”
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logging into a compromised computer, the only security you
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more attention to that information. Effective in preventing
malicious software installs and permission grantings.
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Password-Strength Meters from Markov Models. NDSS 2012, 2012.
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2014.
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decisions your software requires users to make. A really helpful system would make security and privacy decisions based
on users’ intentions. ”They also found that password meters
can impact user behavior, but most password meters found in
the wild have minimal impact because they praise users too
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HCI emerged when computers began being used by the general populace; programmers could no longer rely on their own
experience to design software. Today, most R&D departments
have anthropologists and social scientists on staff. Seems like
a very helpful book to read before designing a study. Discusses
techniques for learning from users.
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Security, (Chapter 22):293–308, 2002.
Many common document formats are dynamic; signing a document doesn’t mean that it will appear the same way when it
is viewed later. For example, PDFs can include javascript. An
attacker could change the information displayed according to
the date on which it is viewed, for example.
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post-Snowden Opportunistic Encryption. 2014.
We should emphasize the use of self-signed certificates. No
more scary warnings. Then, moving toward PAKE (Strong
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Diffie-Hellman to authenticate the encrypted connection. Basically, a scheme that relies on password managers to encrypt
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Internet Society.
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but this is insufficient for users’ needs. Access-control is challenging to configure, doesn’t account for the difficulty of finding information, and can’t control sharing of information. As
an alternative to access-control, this paper introduces the concept of “exposure as an alternate model for information privacy; exposure captures the set of people expected to learn
an item of information eventually.” Part of the system relies
on analytics available to Facebook and other big companies
to predict the expected number of views items will recieve,
and to alert users if items become unexpectedly popular. One
limitation of the system described is that apps like Instagram
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encourage sharing via re-posting screenshots, so privacy protection on the original photo could be negated, unless further
steps were taken.
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arXiv.org, April 2013.
Describes a graphical authentication system based on positioning overlapping grids. The system protects against overthe-shoulder snooping and compromised peripherals. It only
requires a digitally signed piece of software. Of course, if
the keyboard and mouse are compromised, what is the
chance you’ll be able to trust the software running on
the computer, which verifies the digital signature of the
software? Can you even necessarily trust the monitor?
Not sure how practical this is. Video of a similar system:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IDgaH-ilUCw
[18] Emilee J Rader, Rick Wash, and Brandon Brooks. Stories as informal
lessons about security. SOUPS, page 6, 2012.
People tell and retell stories about computer security. People behave like people who are similar to them. People pass
on stories that have a lesson. Action points: helping users
tell stories. Creating/shaping stories that help users make the
right decisions.
[19] Scott Ruoti, Nathan Kim, Ben Burgon, Timothy W van der Horst, and
Kent E Seamons. Confused Johnny: when automatic encryption leads
to confusion and mistakes. SOUPS, page 5, 2013.
If encryption is too automatic and magical, users have trouble
understanding it and remembering to use it. A system where
users encrypted passwords using an external program and
pasted the cipher text into emails was actually well-received
by users.
[20] M A Sasse, S Brostoff, and D Weirich. Transforming the ‘Weakest Link’
— a Human/Computer Interaction Approach to Usable and Effective
Security. BT technology journal, 19(3):122–131, 2001.
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Making user responsible for the security of their employers by
securing their own pay details using their company single-signon password. You need to account for the cost of rejecting the
legitimate user; if someone is trying to make a sale and can’t
access their account, they are going to borrow a coworker’s
credentials. It is important to motivate users. Several ways: 1.
Emphasizing importance of security to the business. 2. Have
a policy of punishing bad behavior in the case of a breach. 3.
Security breaches should be made known to employees.
[21] M Angela Sasse. Computer Security:Anatomy of a Usability Disaster,
and a Plan for Recovery. pages 1–4, February 2003.
If CBD’s security team hasn’t read this, they should. It’s important to consider users’ motivations. Users are more likely
to follow security protocols if they understand the threat. Being security conscious isn’t considered cool. If user1 forgets
their password and asks to use user2’s, if user2 refuses, he
looks like a jerk. p.2: The study by Whitten & Tygar (1999)
showed how designing a user interface to a security tool (PGP)
with no consideration of users’ tasks can render it completely
ineffective. – Highlighted jan 26, 2015
[22] Roger R Schell. Information Security: Science, Pseudoscience, and Flying Pigs. ACSAC, pages 205–216, 2001.
Criticizing attempts at security that aren’t verifiable. Today,
we have stronger cryptography. But we don’t have assurance
of the systems on which the cryptographic algorithms run. See
the last page for a list summarizing security concepts.
[23] R Shay, P G Kelley, S Komanduri, and M L Mazurek. Correct horse
battery staple: Exploring the usability of system-assigned passphrases.
Symposium on Usable Privacy and Security (SOUPS), 2012.
It might be worth providing a password suggestion button
for the CBD website; elderly customers might benefit from it.
The study didn’t show passphrases to be particularly helpful.
However, it might be worth replicating their work, and testing
if that is actually the case. Would be worth measuring what
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percent of CBD’s users use password managers. Lots of good
references talking about Mechanical Turk.
[24] Sean W Smith. Humans in the Loop: Human-Computer Interaction and
Security. IEEE Security & Privacy, 1(3):75–79, 2003.
Describes the importance of HCI to computer security. Many
problems come from users and programmers having inaccurate
mental models of software. It is important to consider users
(end users, programmers, etc.) using HCI principles during
the process of design. Security policies should not be designed
in a vacuum. Emperical evidence should be used to determine
parameters as simple as the number of password attempts
allowed before locking users out. This paper describes the work
of other researchers who are working at the intersection of HCI
and Computer Security.
[25] Christopher Thompson, Maritza Johnson, Serge Egelman, David Wagner, and Jennifer King. When It’s Better to Ask Forgiveness than Get
Permission: Attribution Mechanisms for Smartphone Resources. pages
1–16, June 2013.
Smartphones shouldn’t ask users to grant permissions for actions that can be undone or are only annoyances. Instead, the
OS should show which app was responsible for these kinds
of behaviors, so users have the option to uninstall the app.
Avoids habituation, where users don’t pay attention to security messages. Also, user can rarely remember which apps they
have granted privileges to. Users will write negative reviews of
misbehaving apps, which will discourage app developers from
being irresponsible.
[26] Wenley Tong, Sebastian Gold, Samuel Gichohi, Mihai Roman, and
Jonathan Frankle. Why King George III Can Encrypt, June 2014.
A blog post summarizing an undergraduate paper by the same
title. The metaphor of King George III sending orders to his
troops with locked and sealed strongboxes is used to explain
public-key encryption and signatures. The metaphor allowed
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the concepts to be conveyed more succinctly and with the
same effectiveness as existing documentation for PGP.
[27] A Whitten and J D Tygar. Why Johnny Can’t Encrypt: A Usability
Evaluation of PGP 5.0. Usenix Security, 1999.
p.2: In this paper, we offer a specific definition of usability for
security, and identify several significant properties of security
as a problem domain for user interface design. – Highlighted
jan 26, 2015 Uses a ”cognitive walkthrough analysis” and a
”laboratory test user.” Most users couldn’t use the software,
even given 90 minutes of time to figure it out. “Definition:
Security software is usable if the people who are expected to
use it:1. are reliably made aware of the security tasks they
need to perform;2. are able to figure out how to successfully
perform those tasks;3. don’t make dangerous errors; and4. are
sufficiently comfortable with theinterface to continue using it.”
You need to give the user a cognitive model of the security.
The key aspect is learnability.
[28] Ka-Ping Yee. User Interaction Design for Secure Systems. ICICS,
2513(Chapter 24):278–290, 2002.
Describes design principles that aid the development of secure systems. “We believe that usability and security goals
rarely need to be at odds with each other. In fact, often it is
rather the opposite: a system that’s more secure is more predictable, more reliable, and hence more usable.” The user’s
actor-state should be up-to-date (users should have an accurate understanding of the states and activities of software
actors). Users might not realizing what programs are running
in the background on their computers is an example of inaccurate actor-state. Secure desktop environment for 10/10 principles: http://www.cs.berkeley.edu/˜pingster/ For 8/10 principles: Cap Desk http://www.combex.com/tech/edesk.html
[29] William Yurcik. NVisionIP and VisFlowConnect-IP: Two Tools for Visualizing NetFlows for Security. pages 1–24, February 2006.
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Describes a system for visualizing network activity. Could be
useful for detecting malware activity. It’s hard to gauge how
useful this would be. It seems like attackers could just adapt
to hide from this. Then the software would just be giving a
false sense of security. There needs to be an evaluation of how
useful this is in practice (ex, false positives vs false negatives).
This might be an example of the “pseudoscience” critiqued in
“Science, Pseudoscience, and Flying Pigs” by Schell.
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